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TERMS OF BUSINESS 
All prices quoted are in Australian dollars, and may be paid with personal cheques, 
money orders,Bankcard, Visa or Mastercard at the exchange rate applicable on our 
day of banking. Money with orders please unless by prior arrangement. 

Substitute bulbs are only included on the rare occasion when the ordered bulb is not 
available. The substitute bulb will be of a similar type and of at least comparable 
standard and price. An indication of any preferred substitute, or if you don't wish to 
substitute, will help us both. 

Any over payment due to exchange or postage difference will be adjusted by the 
inclusion of extra bulbs. 

Receipt of orders will not be acknowledged unless specifically requested. 

Invoices will be included in with the bulbs unless you request otherwise. 

G.S.T. of 10% has to be added to all Australian Orders. 

The parcel should be opened on arrival and bulbs planted as soon as possible into 
cool ground, or the bulbs should be stored in a cool well ventilated location. 

Jackson's Daffodils guarantee their bulbs to be sound and healthy. We will readily 
replace any lost in the year that they are received. 

Other catalogues may list our varieties at prices lower than ours. 
We will more than meet their prices - we will charge 10 per cent less. 

A Novelty Catalogue is available for garden and older show cultivars. Cost $1.50 or three 
50c stamps 

PACKAGING AND POSTAGE 
WITHIN AUSTRALIA - SURFACE MAIL 

Tasmania $5.50 for any quantity 
Other States $8.00 for up to 50 bulbs 

or $10.00 for 100 bulbs 

OVERSEAS - AIR MAIL 
( The cost of a Phyto-Sanitary certificate, necessary for USA, EEC, NZ, Japan, is $35 ) 

Don't forget to allow for at least one complementary bulb 

Up to 4 bulbs Up to 8 bulbs Up to 16 bulbs For every extra 8 
bulbs (or part of 8) 

N.Z. $7.50 $13.00 $24.00 $5.00 

Japan $9.50 $17.00 $32.00 $8.00 

U.S.A. / Canada $11.50 $21.00 $40.00 $12.00 

U.K./Europe $13.00 $24.00 $46.00 $15.00 
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DEAR FRIENDS AND VALUED CUSTOMERS, 
Every year another change. We now have a web page www. 

jacksonsdaffodils.com.au  and the catalogue, along with our garden 
catalogue, and all the colour photos will be on the web page. We are hoping 
that this will reduce the number of catalogues that we post out. We will send 
a hard copy to those that require one. 

I have done it again!. The name STRIKER has been rejected and so could 
you change the name to TIWI. Sorry once again. 

This year we had the wettest flowering season in the hundred plus years of 
recorded rainfall then the driest November. So we had excellent flowers, if 
you could brace yourself against the wind, and the bulbs are great. 

Last flowering season was hectic with too many events jammed into too 
few weeks and so for the first time in over 50 years a Jackson did not 
compete at Launceston. Next year looks to be even worse. 

We hope to see you all at the 2004 World Convention in Melbourne and 
it's post convention tour of Tasmania, contact us if you need more details. 

Jackson bred daffodils again had a successful year on the show bench with 
best blooms in show to ENTENTE at Hobart, ZIMPLATS at Launceston, 
GYMPIE at Orange NSW, RENEVATOR at Winchelsea Vic. Division bests 
with RENEVATOR, EGOTIST, IMPECCABLE, WYONG, FARRAGO, 
YOWIE at Hobart. FORTESCUE at Launceston. AKALA, DI-HARD, 
IMPECCABLE at North Island & KURREWA, VERRAN at South Island 
N.Z. . BANKER & FORTESCUE both in the list of six or more mentions in 
the USA. 

The reminder to Northern Hemisphere customers that most of our 
cultivars are also available at :- Mitsch Daffodils, P.O. Box 218, Hubbard, 
Oregon, 97032, U.S.A., Phone:- 503 651 2742, fax:- 503 651 2792, 
email:- havens@web-ster.com  

Our best wishes to you all, 	 David and Robin 

OPEN DAYS 2004  
At Surges Bay (lhrs drive South of Hobart, corner of A6 & C 638 ) 

SATURDAY 25th & SUNDAY 26th Sept from 10am 
Admission free. 

Afternoon tea by Dover Community Health Centre. 

SHOW DATES for 2004  (To be confirmed). 
CLAREMONT Saturday 4th & Sunday 5th September 

MELBOURNE, & LAUNCESTON Saturday 11th , & Sunday 12th September 
HOBART , Friday 17th, Saturday 18th & Sunday 19th September 



NIMBIN 2w-p 
	

FURNEAUX 2y-y 
	

UTIEKA 1 w-w 

BURDEKIN 1 yyw-wwy 
	

MANUKA 4w-y 
	KARIGAL 11 ay-o 
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GWALIA 2y- o 
	

FEHRE 4w-o 
	

OROGEN 2w-p 
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N 	R 	I. F, A S S 	2004 
The flower name is first followed by a number which indicates its time of flowering here. 
No.1 for flowering in August; No.2 for the first week in September; No.3 is for the second week; 
No.4 for the third week: No.5 for the last week and No.6 for those few flowering in October. 
The variety's seeding number is in brackets with the last number being the year of its first 
flowering from seed. Then the variety's parentage followed by stem length and the flower's 
diameter both measured in millimetres. The colour number in the description is as close as we 
can match with the R.H.S. 1986 colour chart. The recent written descriptions are as close as we 
can get using the International Daffodil Registrar's descriptive terms.. 

'22 

'32 
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'48 
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'34 
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'85 

BURDEKIN. 4.( 129/94 ). 208/87x Gamut Stem 450. Diam 106. lyyw-wwy 
A reverse bicolour trumpet with bright lemon yellow perianth with a narrow white halo at its 
junction with the contrasting funnel shaped trumpet that is flanged and serrated with faint yellow 
on the outside of the serrations. 	 Photo page 4 

COOBAR. 2-3. ( 65/94 ). Scipio x Biograph. Stem 450. Diam 122. 2y-y 
A large flower that is almost a trumpet> The deep golden perianth is smooth and has thick sub-
stance. The plain cup is a deeper colour and has almost no frill. 

FEHRE. 4-5. (119/94 ). 147/85x 145/84. Stem 500. Diam 112. 4w-o 
A tall striking late flowering double with only two or three perianth layers and so shows the 
bright colour of its orange half length corona segments. 	 Photo page 4 

FURNEAUX. 4. ( 159/94 ). Nynja x Impeccable. Stem 330. Diam 108. 2y-y 
A later flowering all yellow div. 2 with a flat smooth perianth of lemon yellow. The straight 
golden cylinder shaped cup has no roll or frill. 	 Photo page 4 

GWALIA. 2. ( 40/94 ). Redlands Two x 220/78. Stem 500. Diam 124. 2y-o 
A large almost sun-proof flower, a triangular smooth thick golden yellow perianth with a half 
length contrasting funnel shaped cup with a frilled circular rim. 	 Photo page 4 

INCANA. 5. ( 421/88 ). 196/75 x Melancholy. Stem 350. Diam 107 2w-p 
A late flowering deep pastel pink with wide overlapping double triangle perianth and a funnel 
shaped three-quarter length corona 

KARIGAL. 3. ( 133/94 ). Colorange x 105/84. Stem 400. Diam 95. 	llay-o 
A tall early flowering split corona with the half length corona showing its bright orange as well as 
the yellow of the perianth. 	 Photo page 4 

LAPOINYA. 2. ( 106/94 ). Stylish x Lea Slg. Stem 450. Dian' 130. 	2o-o 
Its triangular perianth has a definite orange flush. The cup is a bright orange with a circular rim. 

MANUKA. 4. ( 109/90 ). 196/81 x Glowing Red. Stem 380. Diam 98. 4w-y 
A very full symmetrical double that presents well and has five to six layers of perianth. The co-
rona segments open orange with a yellow rim before fading to pale yellow. Scented. Photo page 4 

NIMBIN. 2. ( 38/96 ). 284/87x 193/89. Stem 420. Diam 115. 2w-p 
A large early flowering pink that has a triangular perianth with a funnel shaped and flared cup 
that is a slightly paler pink on its narrow frill. 	 Photo page 4 

UTIEKA. 1. ( 36/92 ). Breeding unknown. Stem 420. Diam 116. lw-w 
That rare thing, an early flowering white trumpet. Smooth, thick, overlapping, double triangle 
perianth with a straight and plain corona 	 Photo page 4 

WEERONA. 3-4. ( 71/94 ). 134/84 x 106/83. Stem 480. Diam 92. 	4y-p 
A bright attractive, tall, rare yellow pink double showing lots of its pink contrasting with the two 
to three layers of lemon coloured perianth. Often has style and pollen and sets seed. 

Photo front cover 



DIVISION 1: TRUMPET DAFFODILS 

l'ELIA)W TRUN1 PETS 	PERI k N' I II. 1 1(1.1,0N\ Itt \111:1) 
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ASPECT .1-2.(1/91). Biograph x Accrual Stem 430. Diam 120. ly-y 
A large consistently smooth lemon yellow 6B perianth of broad shovel shaped petals that some-
times touch at the back. The fairly straight deeper yellow 14A trumpet has a frill (Photo page28 ) 

BARRA. 1. ( 34/91). Misquote x 5/83. Stem 480. Diam 117. ly-y ( Photo page. 28) 
A tall upright deep golden yellow trumpet with great substance and smooth broad overlapping 
petals. The long trumpet expands ending with a frill. Early flowering and consistent. 

CANNY-1. (21/91). Hitch-hiker x 5/83. Stem 450. Diam 105. ly-y. 
Another early flowering trumpet with good form and substance of deep golden yellow 
A rounded perianth and a well balanced trumpet with a flare and frill. 

DISQUIET - 4 (254/87). Odin x Scipio. Stem 480. Diam 102. 1 y-y ( Photo page 15 ) 
At last a late flowering deep golden yellow trumpet. A double triangular perianth of thick 
broadly ovate petals 9a in colour. The cylindrical trumpet is rolled at its end and is most unusual 
in that its yellow 12a colour changes to a light orange 17b if the flower is picket and shaded. 

HABIT-1. (3/89). 3/74 X Ricom Stem 558. Diam 111. ly-y 
A very early flowering consistently smooth and vigorous all yellow trumpet that produces 
excellent show blooms. the petals are broadly ovate, overlapping back and almost touching in the 
front. The funnel shaped corona is flared and frilled. 

GYMPIE. 1-2. (125/93 ). 47/86 x Impeccable .Stem 450. Diam 110. ly-y 
The inner petals are more rounded than the overlapping broad shovel shaped back petals giving 
the perianth a triangular look. The plain tubular trumpet deepens to be almost orange on its end. 

Champion Hobart & Perth 2001 	 ( Photo page 28) 

HIGH-ROLLER. 1-2. (58/87).SashamxScipio. Stem 460. Diam 105. ly-y 
An early flowering tall stenned consistantly smooth flower with the front petals almost touching. 
A plain straight equal length trumpet that is slightly deeper coloured than the petals. 

( Photo page I 1 ). 

LITTLE TYKE. 1-2. (12/88 ). Baradoc Truvius. Stem 400. Diam 71 ly-y 
This flower measures to qualify as an intermediate for U.S.A.shows. A perfectly formed and 
balanced little trumpet . 3 for 	 ( Photo page 8 ) 

PAEAN - 2-3. (103/87). Sasham x Scipio. Stem 480. Diam 105. 1 y-y 
A consistent smooth yellow trumpet with plane shovel shaped petals and a cylindrical flared 
trumpet, slightly darker in colour than the petals. Stands well on a tall stem 

Champ Launceston 970range 1999. 

RAMPAGE - 2. (12/87). 3/74 x Prado. Stem400. Diam108. ly-y 
A golden yellow trumpet with smooth thick broadly ovate petals that touch at the back and are 
slightly concave. The funnel shaped trumpet has a slight flare and frill but is not too bold. 
Champion Hobart 1987,Launceston 96 

RENOVATOR. 1.(1/89). Unknown. Stem 450. Diam 100. ly-y.( Photo page 11). 
Very early flowering deep golden yellow flower with broad very thick smooth petals making a 
slightly concave perianth. Good stem and stance , consistantly good. Champion Hobart 1998, 
2004, Winchelsea 2004. 

SOBERSIDES - 1-2. (5/83). 3/74 x Warcom. Stem 490. Diam 107. 1 y-y 
An early flower golden yellow trumpet with thick smooth ovate petals touching at the back and 
not much narrower in the front to form a wide double triangular perianth. The cylindrical trumpet 
is in proportion and usually is flared. 	 .Champ Hobart 1985 

ZILLION-2. (22/85). Akala x 9/72. Stem 450. Diam 115. ly-y 
An early flowering bright golden definite trumpet with a plane perianth of broadly ovate petals . 
The narrow cylindrical trumpet has a flare that is frilled. 
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REVERSE BI-COLOUR TRUMPETS (VELLOW PERIANTH, WHITE 

EXTROVERT - 2-3 (66/87). Comal x Day Dream. Stem 600. Diam 102. 1 yyw-wwy 
A reverse bi-colour trumpet on a tall stem. The petals are rounded flat and smooth with a white 
halo at the base of the trumpet. The trumpet reverses to a pure white with a yellow band on its 
flared rim. 	Champion Ulverstone 96 

GAMUT - 4 (179-84). 70/76 x Day Dream. Stem 440. Diam 100. 1 yyw-wwy 
A smooth consistent reverse bi-colour with the trumpet and petal length equal. The petals are 
smooth and shovel shaped with the back over-lapping. The trumpet has a narrow rim of yellow on 
its frill and the perianth has a distinct sharp halo at the base of the trumpet. 

BI-COLOUR TRUM PETS (WHITE PERIANTH, 11,11.1,0W TRIINIPET) 

'8 

'8 

ALLEZ-1. (128189). 135/78 X Hangfive Stem 450. Diam 102. lw-y 
A slightly smaller but early flowering smooth and consistent pure white and bright yellow 
bicolour with broadly ovate and ovate petals. The imposing trumpet is flared and frilled. 

CLUBMAN-2. (28/84). Helsal x 36/75. Stem400. Diam103. lw-y 
An early flowering and long lasting show cultivar with broadly ovate pure white petals. The 

well proportioned cylindrical trumpet has a flare and slight frill, it is a bright lemon colour that 
does not stain the perianth. Strong and healthy. Claremont, Launceston 96 	(PHOTO PAGE 14.) 

COVETOUS. 3. (253/88). 27/77x 243/79. Stem 450. Diam 115. lw-y 
A very smooth flower with a plane double triangular perianth of broadly ovate and ovate petals 
that have no staining from the bright 6A yellow cylindrical flared trumpet. 
Champion Launceston 98 . 	 ( Photo page 8.). 

EGOTIST. 1. ( 3/90 )57/76x 302/76. Stem 350. Diam 114. lw-y 
The double triangle plane perianth of ovate smooth thick petals contrasts with the narrowflared 
and flanged trumpet of yellow 6B Champ Hobart 2001, 2004 	 ( Photo 
page 15 ) 

GODSEND. 2. ( 55/90 ).Kingurra x 204/7Z Stem 450. Diam 107. lw-w 
An early white definite trumpet with a double triangular plane perianth of broadly ovate and ovate 
petals that are smooth and thick. The trumprt is the same pure white as the petals, well 
proportioned, ending with a flange. 	 ( Photo page 8 ) 

MACDALLA. 1. ( 13/91 ). Breeding unknown. Stem 420. Diam 110. lw-y 
An early flowering bi-colour with the plain bright yellow funnel cup the same length as the peri-
anth. A thick, flat, smooth, double triangular perianth with very slight staining. Photo page 4 

POWER-PLAY. 3. (147/89).135/78x Hang-Five. Stem450. Diam105. lw-y 
A bold bicolour with a bright yellow rolled trumpet Broadly ovate back petals and ovate inner 
petals with good substance and smoothness. 

PREDATOR - 3. (216/79). Helsal x Lenz. 1 w-y 
A bi-colour that just measures with the trumpet and petals the same length. The trumpet is lemon 
coloured, narrow, tubular with a slight expansion at its slightly frilled end. 

RAZADAS-2-3. (104/87). Hussy x Wilbur Stem 400 Diam 108 lw-y 
A consistantly good strongly contrasting bi-colour that stands above its foliage. The ovate 
perianth segments are thick and smooth. The bright yellow 9A funnel shaped trumpet is flared and 
frilled. Short neck with good stance. 

SILVER MINX - 3 (121/84). 27/77x Tamarus. Stem 430. Diam 112. 1 w-y 
A flat smooth brightly contrasting bi-colour. The plane double triangular perianth of ovate etals is 
very smooth. The long cylindrical trumpet has a definite roll with its deep lemon 12A colour just 
staining into the perianth. 	Champ Launceston 1999 

TAHUNE 1. ( 42/88 ). Quench x 17/73 Stem 400? Diam 105? lw-y 
An early flowering consistent and successful show flower with a contrasting bright lemon flanged 
trumpet and a thick smooth triangular perianth. Chanp. Hobart 2001 & 2002 ( Photo ooze 28.) 

1 
'20 

$40 

'35 

$45 

$33 
'20 
$10 
'28 

'20 

$34 



DEVIE DANCER 2w-p I COVETOUS lw-y I HAUGHTY 3w-y 
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l'ELLONV -PINK TRUMPETS 0 Fu) PERIA\rn. PINK Tlil \ !PET) 

RELENTLESS- 4. (189/84). Lalita xDay Dream. Stem 490. Diam 97. 1 y-p 
A yellow pink trumpet of pale and attractive colours,yellow 5B, corona 10D. The plane rounded 
perianthis of very broad ovate petals that overlap at the back.The funnel shaped corona is flared 
and frilled. A good show flower. 

'10 
PINK TRUMPETS (\N urn: PERI HI. ['INK rut \ 111j) 

BUNDY - 2 - 3. (80/78). Verran x 74/70. 1 w-p 
A borderline trumpet that won Grand Champion at Hobart on its first flowering. The petals are 
shovel shaped with the back petals touching and the front almost touching. The trumpet has 
bright colour,is straight with a a frilled roll. 

DI HARD-2-3. (128/88). 268/76X 42/76. Stem 450. Diam 105. lw-p 
A very consistant bright smooth pink that just measures trumpet with broadly ovate petals. The 
narrow cylindrical trumpet has a slight flare.champion Horbart 1995, NZ 2004 ( Photo pagel8 ) 

PUKKA. 4-5. (165/89). 135/71 x Melancholy. Stem 400. Diam 100. lw-p 
Just measures trumpet. The petals are broadly ovate touching at the back. The flared pastel pink 
27A trumpet has a slightly paler end to its frill. 	 ( Photo page 21) 

TWERP-2-3. (81/87). Vivacious x Valiant. Stem 550. Diam 113. 1w-p 
A pastel pink 27A trumpet that is funnel shaped and flared. the petals are broadly ovate and the 
same lenght as the trumpet. 	 ( Photo page 18.) 

Also available NUKE YORKY 

'20 

'40 
'50 
'18 

$6 
WHITE TWIN/ PETS (WHITE PERIANTH, IIITE TRUMPET) 

GODSEND. 2. ( 55/90 ).Kingurra x 204/7ZStem 450. Diam 107. lw-w 
An early white definite trumpet with a double triangular plane perianth of broadly ovate and 
ovate petals that are smooth and thick. The trumprt is the same pure white as the petals, well 
proportioned, ending with a flange. 	 ( Photo page 8 

KINGURRA - 1-2. (67/77) Mercedes x 19/70. Stem 500. Diam 107. 1 w-w 
The perianth is smooth and triangular. The petals are slightly pointed and wide at their base with 
the back set overlapping. The trumpet is almost straight with slight ruffling at its end. Very 
consistent. 	 Champ Hobart 97 

KUBLA KHAN. 3. (195/88 ). Unknown. Stem480. Diam 109. lw-w 
Just measures trumpet with the funnel shaped flared trumpet the same shape and colour as the 
thick and smooth double triangle perianth. 

KURREWA- 3. (88/87). Far Fetched x Delight. Stem 400. Diam 110. lw-w. 
Just measures trumpet with the trumpet and petal the same lenght. A plane perianth of broadly 
ovate petals of thick substance. The cylindrical trumpet is the same pure white as the petals and 
ends with a frilled flare. Very consistant and a strong grower. Champion Hobart 1995,99. 
Launceston 97. NZ 2004. 	 ( Photo page 14 ) 

QUARK-2-3. (98/85). Who's Who x 120/79. Stem470. Diam 102. 1 w-w 
The petals are thick, smooth and broadly ovate. The rather plain cylindrical trumpet is of good 
proportion and has a plain straight rim.Champion Launceston 97 	( Photo page 15) 

ry 

$54 

'20 

'35 
'35 

'18 
Why not join the Tasmanian daffodil Council?. 

Contact Mike Temple-Smith, 
12 Carmont Crt , Howrah, Tas 7018 	Phone 6247 3969 



DIVISION 2: LARGE-CUPPED DAFFODILS 
One flower to a stem; cup or corona more than 1/3 but less than equal to length of perianth segments 

LARGE CUPS - ALL YELLOW ELLIAM PERIANTH. l'El.1.01V CUP) 
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ACCOMMODATE - 2. (63/87). Barfly x Truvius. Stem 500. Diam 112. 2 y-y 
A double triangular perianth with the very broadly ovate petals overlapping at the back. The 
petals are thick and smooth yellow 7a. The funnel shaped trumpet-like cup is flanged, frilled and 
a slightly darker colour at yellow 9A 	 ( Photo page 15 ) 

CLICHE-2-3. (100/85). 11/77x Scipio. Stem 450. Diam 115. 2y-y 
Another consistent smooth Scipio cross with the cup a slightly darker yellow than the perianth. A 
plane smooth perianth of broadly ovate petals, a cylindrical trumpet with a slight flare. 

( Photo page 14.) 

HIGH-HAND. 2-3.(29/87). ( Hosanna AScipio ).Stem 480. Diam 120. 2y-y. 
A large flower with the very broad back petals slightly wider than the inner. The corona is a 
deeper yellow, cylinderical ending with a flare and frill. 	 ( Photo page 14 ) 

IMPECCABLE - 1-2. (85/84). 3/74 x Abona. Stem 430. Diam 100. 2y-y 
A golden yellow with the cup only just shorter than the petals. A plane perianth, a blend of 
double triangular and rounded. Has very broadly ovate petals, overlapping at the back and almost 
touching in the front. The cylindrical trumpet ends with a slight frill. A very, very consistent and 
outstanding show flower. . Champion Hobart 89,92,99, 2004, Launceston 92 ,94,Ulverstone 
96,99, .Leongatha 97,.N.Z. 199?, 2004 

KYALAMI 3. ( 91/88 ). Sasham x Scipio. Stem 400. Diam 120. 2y-y 
A very vigorous large cupwith the cylindrical almost straight cup a deeper yellow 14A than the 
yellow 7C very smooth perianth . Good stance on a strong stem. 	 ( Photo page 8 ) 

NYNJA - 3-4 (47/86). 11/78 x Scipio. Stem 400. Diam 105.2 y-y 
A very consistent smooth flower that just measurer large cup with the cup 2mm shorter than the 
petals. A plane rounded perianth of very broad ovate petals slightly lighter lemon coloured than 
the fimnel shaped straight plain trumpet. Good stance on a strong stem and every flower is show 
quality 	 . Champion Launceston 93,97 Orange 1993,95, Bowra11999.. 

QUANTUM 2-3. ( 60/92 ).55/85 x 58/83. Stem 470. Diam 105. 2y-y 
A definite division two with the back petals overlapping. The half length cup is a slightly deeper 
golden yellow than the perianth.. 	 (Photo page 28 ) 

'75 
'30 
'25 

$18 
1,A RG CU PS (VELLONN PERIANTH, RED OR ORANGE CEP) 

ARAFURA-3. (120/87). Unknown Stem 530. Diam 107.2y-o. 
A large flower with a consistantly smooth perianth of broadly ovate and ovate petals . The half 
lenght funnel shaped cup is a bright orange 25A contrasting with the lemon 7B petals. Stands 
well on a very tall stem. 	 ( Photo page 24.) 

BANKER-2-3. (145/89). 217/82 x Janz. Stem450. Diam110. 2y-o 
Part of our red trumpet breeding program, and although the four- fifth length trumpet is not 

brightly coloured, this cultivar is retained for its perfection of form. A very, very, consistent and 
excellent show flower that has won many awards including . 

Champ. Launceston '94 & 2002, Claremont 96, R.H.S 2002 	 (Photo page 14 ) 

BIONIC-3-4. (227/87). Rabid X 141/8Z Stem 550. Diam 110. 2y-o 
A later flowering yellow red with a pronounced orange flush in the perianth. The cup shaped 
corona is a bright orange 28A colour.Div Premier Christchurch 1996. 	( Photo page 18 ) 

CONTRAVENE - 4. (253/87). Jandra x Pzaz. Stem 500. Diam 100. 2 y-o 
A bright lemon yellow 6c perianth of very ovate petals overlapping at the back. The cup shaped 
corona is bright orange red 28b throughout giving good contrast. Later flowering than most in 
this division. 	 Champion Orange 1995 

'28 

'36 

'22 
'15 
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RENEVATOR ly-y 
	TYCOON 3w-wwy 

	HUNKA 4y-y 

BISTRO 4w-o FUSSY 3y-r TAG 3w-o 

   
 

II 

 

HIGH ROLLER ly-y 	SKY HIGH 2w-p 
	KOOMOOLOO 2w-w 
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DEMMO -1. (33/67). F. Silcock Slg no Rw 2/761 x 5/77. Stem 480. Diam 102. 2 y-o 
A good bright long lasting and almost sun-proof flower that is amongst the first to open here. 
Looks like and occasionally measures trumpet. The ovate petals are flat and smooth. The 
cylindrical cup or trumpet is bright orange to its base. 

ENTENTE - 3. (259/88). Gallactica x Mattara. Stem 600. Diam 110. 2y-o. 
A large very tall consistant flower with a slightly concave golden yellow perianth of terrific 

substance. The more than half lenght funnel shaped cup is orange to its base and is sun resistant. 

	

Champion Launceston 2001 Hobart 2001, 2003 	 ( Photo page 18) 

GALLECTICA - 2. (66/83). 290/70 x Sansui. Stem 520. Diam 107. 2y-yoo 
A tall striking flower that front on gives the impression of having a narrow rim of bright red, but 
side on the funnel shaped cup is more than half a fairly sun resistant red. The petals are a 
contrasting deep golden yellow, very smooth with thick substance and are an ovate shape. Stands 
up well and all flowers are consistently good.Ch. Novice Hobart 97 	 ( Photo page 11) 

GOFORIT - 2. (20/83). Caryem x 56/75. Stem 480. Diam 102. 2y-r 
A flower with an excellent show record including Grand Champion at Hobart on its first flowering. 
A rounded perianth of deep golden yellow with a slight flush of red. The petals are round and 
broadly ovate. The funnel shaped cup is a bright red to its base. A striking very smooth and 
consistent show flower. 

Champion Hobart 83, 86, 90, 91 and 93. Champion Launceston 90,99 Blaney 98.. 

HEAD HUNT - 2. (51/87). Colorful x Mattara. Stem 550. Diam 107. 2 y-r 
A striking flower of good bright yellow 9A broadly ovate petals, thick and very smooth. The half 
length cup is a bright 25A orange to its base. Stands up well and is consistently good. 

JOLLY- GOOD-2. (32/84). Careyem x 26/75. Stem 500.Diam 105. 2y-o. 
An early flowering smooth and consistant flower of bright attractive colour. the half lenght funnel 
shaped cup has bright orange 28A on its rim fading to a yellow orange at its base. The double 
triangular perianth has thick substance of golden yellow 9A. 

	

Champion Leongatha 1997, Blaney 1999. 	 ( Photo page 24) 

SACROSANCT-2.(20/85). Dynamic x Kudos. Stem425. Diam95. 2y-yyr 
A smaller flower with a very sharply defined rim of bright red on the outer third of the flattish cup. 
The broadly ovate petals give a plane rounded perianth 	 ( Photo page 18.) 

SHOCK-WAVE. - 2. (49/83). Colourful x 124/75. Stem 375. Diam 107. 2 y-r 
A bright attractive flower similar to Colorful but with a slight flush of red in the perianth. The 
petals are rounded, slightly concave and a deep golden yellow. The bowl shaped half length corona 
is a bright red 28a which seems to reflect on the petals. 

SUN-BRONZE. 3-4. (94/92). Cowboy x Runaway. Stem 450. Diam 115. 2y-o 
A yellow orange with bright colour contrast . The broadly ovate petals form a double triangular 
perianth of yellow 7B. The bowl shaped cup is an even orange 28A, almost red. 

( Photo page 21) 

TARRAPUNGA. 3-4.( 113/93 ). 75/86 x 162/84. Stem 450. Diam 100. 2y-yyr 
A nice flower with a smooth perianth of good form substance and colour. The cup is a slightly 
deeper yellow with a sharply cut off red 32b rim for less than a third of its length 

TERMINATOR-1. (15/89). Breeding unknown. Stem450. Diam110. 2y-r 
An early flowering yellow-red with consistently good form. The bright red cylindrical cup is two-
thirds the length of the petals and has a slight frill. The broadly ovate petals have a noticeable red 
flush. An excellent show flower. 	Champion Hobart 1994, 96, 01 	( Photo pagel 4 ) 

TIWI. 2.( 64/84 ). Rabid x Mattara. Stem 400. Diam 107. 2y-o 
A consistent contrasting yellow orange-red with good form and stance. 	( Photo page 28) 

Also available:, CAREYEM, LETSEE THYLACINE. 

12 
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'29 
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'35 

'24 
$6 
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LARGE CUPS 0- 1.1.1,0w l'FR1 VVIII,P1 NI: OR 	('l - I'1 

ACUMEN - 4. (232/87). (Latita x Day Dream) x Euphony. Stem 425. Diam 107. 2yyw-p 
The broadly ovate petals are a glistening lemon yellow 6c, with a distinct halo of white at their 
junction with the half length cylindrical cup of pink 22c 

MATRIX. 3. ( 174/84 ). 285/77x 279/79. Stem 300. Diam 75. 2y-p 
A lovely intermediate  flower bred from two standards. Has good colour , form and stance and 
the largest we have measured are 75 mm diameter. The perianth is golden yellow, The corona 
bright pink. Again a large stock so we can offer you three. 	 ( Photo page 4 ) 

PERSEVERANCE 2-3. ( 85/93 ). Unknown. Stem 420. Diam 98. 2yyw-p 
A neat attractive flower with a lemon yellow 3B perianth that has a distinct white halo at its 
join with the soft pink two third length flanged corona. 	 ( Photh page 28) 

POSTULATE. 3.(160/93). 232/87 x PosaL Stem 450. Diam 110. 2yyw-wwy 
One of our very few reverse bi-colours with slightly rounded bright lemon-yellow 6B petals, a 
distinct white halo at the base of the cup, a white 155B cup with the same coloured yellow 
narrow frill. Good contrast early. 	 ( Photo page 21) 

TEARAWAY - 3. (141/84). Pink Silhouette x Day Dream. Stem 500. Diam 100.2 y-p 
A very attractive flower with a Lemon 4B coloured petals and pale pink 198 cup. The perianth 
is round and smooth with the back petals almost touching. The petals are paler in their centres 
and tips, with a hint of a halo at their base. The cup is tapered with a slight roll and frill. 

'20 
'50 

for 3 

'24 
'35 
$12 

LARGE C U PS (NA 1111 F. PERI 	(()Lot RFD 

'15 
'28 

'10 

CARTEL-1-2. (77/87 ). Toya x Dorus. Stem 480. Diam 95. 2w-yyo. 
A smaller flower with a wide flat disc corona yellow 15B with an orange 25A rim that lies 
back flat to cover half the perianth. stands tall with a good neck and poise for an early 
attractive consistantly good show flower.Champion Hobart 97 	( Photo page 24) 

CONTENDER-1-2.(185/81).Hartz x 183/70. Stem 500. Diam 110. 2w-o. 
Opens with a cream perianth and the cup burns, but shaded or picked and held ,this is such a 
consistantly excellent show flower, with a smooth thick white perianth and a striking red 28A 
bowl cup. 	.Champion Launceston 1996 	 (Photo page 24) 

GRAFFITI - 2-3. (66/77). Challenge x 170/6Z 2 w-yyo 
A very good round flower with a pure white perianth, the back petals touching and the front 
almost touching, and of good substance. The cup is flared and although lobed, does not often 
catch. It is yellow with the outside third a fairly defined rim of orange. Very consistent and 
well presented. Champion Launceston 1985, 86, 94. Hobart 1993, 94. 

FLINTLOCK. 1-2.( 987/91 ) 163/82 x 27/80. Stem 400. Diam 110. 2w-y 
An early flowering flat smooth thick double triangular perianth with no staining from the 

three-quarter length, soft lemon, plain funnel shaped corona 	 (Photo page 25) 

HI JACK-4. (56/86). 243/75X216/75. Stem 480. Diam 105. 2w-r 
An eye catching flower of fantastic colour, form and substance, that presents itself well on a 
short neck. The pure white rounded perianth is almost half covered by its bright red disc 
shaped corona. 	 (Photo page 18) 

NOWRA-3-4. (130/87). Hartz x Potent Stem 450. Diam 114.2w-r. 
A bright flower with a red 30B bowl cup contrasting with the glistening pure white perianth. 
The broadly ovate back petals almost touch and the inner ovate petals are only slightly 
narrower 	Champ Hobart 2001 	 ( Photo page 15 ) 

OOPS-2-3. (136/87).118/82 X 224/79. Stem475. Diam110. 2w-y 
A tall flower of classical form with its broadly ovate petals touching back and front. The short 
cup with its plain even rim is yellow through-out,often measures div. three, but most are 
division two. 	 ( Photo page 18) 

'38 
'60 
'22 

'30 



TERMINATOR 2y-r 
	ELUSIVE 3w-r 

	BRINDABELLA 4y-y 

NERIDA 2w-p 
	BANKER 2y-o 

	CLUBMAN lw-y 

BARRA ly-y 
	KURREWA lw-w 

	CLICHE 2Y-Y 
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DISQUIET ly-y 
	

HUON PRIDE 4w-w ACCOMMODATE 2y-y 

EGOTIST lw-y 
	

FORTESCUE 4w-r 
	

QUARK lw-w 

PRODIGIOUS llay-y 
	

NOWRA 2w-r 
	

CHORTLE 3y-w 
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PUNTER-1. (23/89). CALLEVA X PIEMA1V. Stem 584. Diam 110. 2w-y 
A very smooth and consistant show flower that is very early for its division. The back petals 
ovate , the inner narrower. the lemon yellow of the staight cylinderical corona does not stain 
the perianth. Stands well on a tall stem and is a good grower. 	 ( Photo page 18 ) 

TISA - 3. (203/78) 167/70 x Toya. Stem 370. Diam 105. 2 w-o 
A consistent flower of great contract with a bright orange 25A cup of six overlapping lobes 
split almost to its base. The triangular perianth is of good thick substance, the back petals larger 

WYONG. 2-3. (95/91). 43/86x 36/83. Stem 450. Diam 115. 2w-y 
A lovely smooth flat and thick double triangular perianth with a bright yellow 7A funnel 
shaped corona, almost trumpet, which ends in a slight flare. Very consistent with almost every 
flower capable of winning best bloom 

Ch. Claremont & Hobart 2000, Hobart 2001,2003, 2004 	(Photo page II ) 

'18 

'15 
$95 

Also available: BOI, DORUS, HASSLE, KAY ,MANTA ,PIEMAN , 
PINAROO, SAKURA, SCALLYWAG, TAXATION 

LARGE CLIPS ON 11111.: PERIANTH, PINK (VP) 

'6 

'40 
'38 

'17 

'15 

'50 
'11 
'26 
'25 
'28 

ANTIPODE .1-2.(38/91). Pink Special x 88/82. Stem 400. Diam 110. 2w-p 
A flat double triangle perianth with a contrasting deep pink 28c cup with a green eye that is 
flanged and rolled. Stands well at right-angles on a straight stem. 	Champ Hobart 01 

BINBI. 3. (162/91). Kalimna x 268/79. Measurements not recorded 2w-p 
Hard to classify as some flowers are clearly trumpet, but most are large cup. Smooth very 
broadly ovate petals overlapping at the back. A pastel pink 27A cup with a frilled flare. Multi- 
plies well. 	 ( Photo page 21) 

CHERANA-3-4. (124/89) 195/82 x 75/78. Stem 375 Diam 115 2w-p 
A large very striking flower because the . cup has a very broad flange that covers half of the 
perianth.the broadly ovate petals have good substance and are slightly concave giving a good 
back to the bold cup 

CLIQUE - 2-3. (67/78). Dear me x Velask. 2 w-p 
A smooth even flower of good substance and colour, which stands well on a strong stem. The 
back petals are broad and shovel shaped, the minor are not quite as broad. The shortish cup is 
straight with an attractive roll. 

DEVIE DANCER. 3. (190/89). Vahu xArtic Char. Stem 400. Diam 112 2w-p 
The rounded ovate petals are smooth and of good substance.The 24C cupis not too long ending 
with a neat frill. 	 Champio slg Bowral 1999 	 ( Photo page 8) 

FORTE - 2-3. (58/78). Verran x Tim 2 w-p 
A slightly small flower of bright contrast and one of our deepest pink colouring. The petals are 
shovel shaped with the back petals touching. 

HIYU. 3. (133/91 ). Pink Special x Obsession. Stem 400. Diam 115 2w-p 
The perianth is rounded, flat, and with good substance. The back petals touch , the inner almost 
touch. The green throated deep pastel pink cup is funnel shaped with a flanged frill.(Photop 24 

NERIDA-2. (53/84). Vandyke x 113/75. Stem350. Diam108. 2w-p 
An early flowering salmon pink with broadly ovate petals that overlap at the back and have 

good thick substance. The bold flared cup can occasionly measure trumpet. ( Photo page 14 ) 

OOMPH-3. (248/87). VAIIU X PRECOSIOM Stem 500. Diam108. 2w-p 
A striking flower which is what you would hope for with this cross. Very broadly ovate petals, 
overlaping and touching, of pure white. A most colourful funnel shaped and frilled corona of 
bright pink. 	 ( Photo page 21) 
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'18 
'28 
'12 
'28 
'12 

SANTOS. 2. ( 144/89 ). Vivacious x Vital ?. Stem 370. Diam 105. 2w-p 
A pastel pink large cup with a double triangle perianth. The funnel shaped cup finishes in a flare 
and frill. and frill. 	 ( Photo page 4) 

SKY-HIGH. 3.(143/89). Vahu x Clique. Stem420. Diam 110. 	2w-p. 
A tall midseason pastel pink 26d, with broad smooth petals of thick substance.The three-quater 

length cup is funnel shaped with a frilled flange 	 ( Photo page 11) 

VAHU - 1. (30/70). Verran x Cathlin. 2 w-p 
An early pink of outstanding quality. The perianth has excellent substance, but is inclined to 
catch on the cup and nick. Stands tall on strong stem with good carriage and is a proven parent. 

WALKABOUT. 3-4. (207/89). 268/76 x 43/76. Stem 450.Diant 108. 2w-p. 
The back petals touch , and the inner almost touch. The plain funnel shaped cup has a straight 
end without much frill. 

WONTOK-3. (128/83). Cherry Rim x 192/75. Stem440. Diam105. 2 w-wwp 
A white flower with a narrow wire rim of pastel pink on the edge of the corona. The petals are 

broadly ovate, and ovate, of good thick substance. The mid length cup is straight except for the 
flanged narrow pink rim. 

YOWIE. 3.(144/89 ). Vahu x Clique. Stem450. Diam120. 2w-p 
Large for a pink this flower has very broadly ovate petals at its back and ovate inner petals. The 

cup of pastel pink 24C is in good prortion and nicely flared. Champion Hobart 2004. 

Also Available VARLET, VELIA, LAWLESS, NE 

LARGE CUPS (.tm, um) 

BARNSTORM-4. (59/77). Waikato x Glendermott. 2 w-w 
A large strong definite division two with broad shovel shaped petals forming a flat perianth. The 
three-quarter lenght cup is slightly creamier than the perianth, and is almost straight with a slight 

flair. 	 Champion Ulverstone 1994. 

CHUTZPAH-4. (251/87). Thisbe x Ragamuffin. Stem 550. Diam 108. 2w-w 
A beautifitll flat smooth even coloured consistant flower with broadly ovate petals touching at 
the back, and a narrow cylindrical flared corona. 	 ( Photo page 18) 

HAOMA. 1-2. ( 72/91). Shaman x Bonus Bond Stem 480. Diam 110 2w-w 
A strong consistently good pure white definite division two with broad shovel shaped petals. The 
three-quarters length cup is always round, ending in a slightly frilled flange. 

KOOMOOLOO-3. (115/85). Who's Who x 120/79. Stem 450. Diam 120.2 w-w 
A large pure white with a flat plane perianthand a narrow cylindrical cup with a straight edge 

that is only just shorter than the petals. 	 ( Photo page 11) 

MIRRABOOKA-2-3. (81/81). Rhapsody x Immaculate. Stem450. Diam 110.2 w-w 
A vigorous healthy vivid white large cup with the best of both parents. A flat double triangular 
perianth of very broadly ovate back petals and ovate minor petals. The funnel shaped three-
quater lenght cup has a yellowish green eye and a flare at its end. 

WILD OATS - 2-3. (188/80). 152/70 x Waikato. 2 w-w 
A smallish neat flower with broad shovel-shaped back petals. The inner petals are not quite as 
wide at the base. The cup is short and tubular with a plain end. The neck is short with good pose 

WODALLA. 3-4. (143/88). Ragamuffin x Kindee. Stem 380. Diam 103. 2w-w 
A double triangle perianth. The slim funnel shaped cup is expanded and frilled at its end. Both 

perianth and cup are the one pure white. Stands well. 	 ( Photo page I I ) 

Also available: CORDITE, SEA LEGEND 

'30 

'22 
'28 
'42 
'22 
'18 
'17 
'45 

$6 



TWERP 2w-p CHUTZPAH 2w-w 

PUNTER 2w-y BIONIC 2y-o HIJACK 2w-r 

WAMPUM 4w-p DI-HARD lw-p ENTENTE 2y-r 

TAO 3y-o 

8 
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DIVISION 3: SMALL-CUPPED DAFFODILS 

One flower to a stem; cup or corona 1/3 or less than the length of the perianth segments 

SMALL CF PS ELrow PERI k NTH, VFI,I ON\ P) 

LEGISLATOR. 3-4. ( 225/93 ). Nonchalant x Getaway. Stem 450. Diam 118. 3y-y 
A definite division three all yellow with a pale lemon 2d circular perianth and a deeper yellow 
7b disk corona. Tall stem, along neck with good stance and very consistent. 	( Photo page 4) 

NONCHALANT - 4. (208/84). 250/78 x Lemonade. Stem 570. Diam 97. 3 y-y 
A very good bright yellow flower with a round perianth of broad shovel shaped petals 
overlapping the back and with the front almost touching. The petals, 3B, are almost the same 
bright colour, 6B, as the cup. The cup is flared and frilled with a deep green eye. Every flower 
has measured Division Three for the last two years. 

Also available: GETAWAY, TRYAD. 

'36 
'12 

('t' PS 011,1,0‘‘ PFIZI \ III, C01.01 1(11)(1 P) 

• 

BOTLAR-2-3. (65/85). Azzuro x Tia. Stem 510. Diam104. 3y-r 
A round flower with over-lapping very broadly ovate and slightly concave petals of smooth thick 
substance a clean lemon yellow colour. The cup shaped corona is a bright 28b red to its base. 
Very consistent.. 	Champion Launceston 1993.Hobart 97, 98, Portland 2000 

FUSSY. 3-4. ( 196/89 ). Torridon x Pzaz. Stem 450. Diam 110. 3y-o. 
A tall definite division three with broad smooth lemon yellow petals. A small bowl cup of bright 
30c red that is not sun resistant with the style extending.Champ. Hobart 1999 ( Photo page 11) 

NAKAJIMA - 4. (214/79). Tia x Kopi. Stem 510. Diam 110. 3 y-o 
A large bright striking and extremely consistent flower with a very good show record. The 
perianth is triangular of very broadly ovate slightly concave back petals and ovate inner petals, 
very smooth and rich and lemon yellow 5B colour. The small cup is straight and a deep orange 
to its base, has a good stem and stance. Ch. Launceston 1979, 1988,1990, 199 I.Leongatha 97 

SHERATON - 4. (197/84). lia x 267/78. Stem 550. Diam 98. 3 y-r 
A consistent smooth flower of bright contrasting colour. The concave rounded perianth of very 
broadly ovate petals overlap at the back and touch in the front. The red 30B corona is cup shaped 
with a slight frill. It has a long perianth tube and back but has good stance on a tall strong stem. 

TAO-3. (204/87). Pzaz x Odulation. Stem 550. Diam 102. 3y-o 
A midseason small cup with very broadly ovate petals that overlap at the back giving a flat 
rounded perianth. the cup shaped corona is a bright 25A orange. 

Divisional champion Launceston 94,97.Hobart 2001 	 Photo page 18 

ZIMPLATS. 2-3. ( 127/94 ). 119/77 x Odulation. Stem 450. Diam 98. 3y-o 
Smooth and thick and broad lemon petals that overlap at the back. The cup measures and is an 
orange 25A colour. First impression is of roundness in both perianth and corona. It is a consis-
tently good show flower. Champion Launceston 2003. 
( Photo page 28. ) 

Also available: KROS PZAZ 

'28 
'22 
'8 

'15 
'31 
'32 

'6 
SNIA1,1, CLIPS 	1.1 ()NN P1, 1(1 \ 111,1'111111 ( 1 P) 

CHORTLE-4. (137/85). 249/78 x Lemonade. Stem550. Diam115. 3y-w 
A definite division three and a definite reverse bi-colour. The bowl shaped cup first opens the 
same colour as the broadly ovate and ovate petals before turning white. A double triangular 
flower with glistening smooth petals that reflex slightly. 	 (. Photo page 15) 

'43 
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SMALL CUPS (WHITE PERIANTH. COLOURED CEP) 

$38 

'22 
'65 
'12 
'18 

$35 
'22 

$35 

'8 

'40 

$35 

'8 

'6 

ELUSIVE-2-3. (26/83). Challenge x Dorus. Stem 480. Diarn105. 3w-r. 
A consistently good flower that lifts its head naturaly for good stance. The bright red 22A cup is 
fairly sun resistant and contrasts with the thick white petals Flowers early for its division 
Champion Hobart 1997. Launceston 2002. 	 ( Photo page 14) 

HAUGHTY. 3-4. ( 267/88 ). Hartz x 155/7& Stem 600. Diam 120. 3w-y 
A large flower with great contrast of the solid yellow 12A flat disc cup on the thick pure white 
plane broadly ovate petals. Stands well on a very tall stiff stem 	 ( Photo page 8 ) 

HOPETOUN.4.( 352/88 ).247/77x112/74. Stem 500.Diam 90. 3w-wwp 
A neat smaller flower with a very round perianth of very broadly and broadly ovate petals. The 
disc shaped cup opens all pink but eventualy fades to a distinct pink rim 	( Photo page 8 ) 

MOOMBA - 4. (272/77). Verona x Placid. 3 w-yyo 
A late flowering definite Division 3 with a round smooth perianth of good substance. The very 
small bowl shaped cup is yellow but for a very narrow band of orange on its rim. 

NO WORRIES-4. (246/88).118/82 x 220/79. Stem650. Diam125 3w-wwy. 
A very large flower carried on a very tall stem. The triangular perianth has consistently smooth 
broadly ovate petals. The bowl shaped cup is slightly creamier and has a narrow yellow rim 

Grand Champ Launceston 1999 

OFFICIONADO. 3-4. (245/87). Hartz x 155/78. Stem450. Diam105. 3w-o 
A smooth, pure white, gistening and sparkling perianth that contrasts with the very small , flat 
disc cup ofbright orange 28b that does not burn easily. 

SYMPTOM - 2-3. (160/77). Envoy x Kabi. 3 w-o 
A very bright striking flower of great contrast with a very white rounded perianth of broad shovel 
shaped petals of great substance and smoothness. The saucer shaped cup is bright orange red with 
a slight frill. A consistently good flower that just measures Division 3. 

Champion Launceston 1989, 1990,1996 

TAG. 1. (60/87). Dorus x Ultima. Stem 500. Diam 107. 	3w-r. 
Flowers weeks before any of its class here. Has a rounded perianth of very broadly ovate 
petalswith very thick substance.The disc cup is abright orange 28a with striking contrast, and has 
inherited its parent DORUS'S even white fleck on the periphery of its cup. Not sun-proof but a 
very good show flower. 	 ( Photo page 11) 

TRU - 2-3. (245/77). Bandit x 221/69. Stem 460. Diam 100. 3 w-wwy 
A very attractive flower that has a flat white cup with a narrow bright yellow 6A rim. The 
perianth is round with good substance. The back petals overlap with the front only slightly 
smaller. Stands up well on a good stem and is consistent. Has often been in our winning teams 
and easily measures Division 3. 	Grand Champion Canberra 1994. 

TRUCULENT - 3. (386/88). 118/82x 220/7& Stem 650. Diam 108. 3w-wwy 
A tall large flower that just measures division three. A rounded perianth of very ovate petals that 
can touch in the front and overlap at the back. The bowl shaped cup has a very distinct narrow 
golden yellow rim. Very smooth and consistent. 	 Champion Launceston 97 

TYCOON.3. (92/89). 118/82 x 220/78. Stem 500. Diam 104. 3w-wwy 
A sibling and almost identical to TRUCULENT. The broadly ovate petals overlap front and back. 
The bowl shaped cup has a narrow yellow rim that may be a shade deeper gold than its sibling. 
( Photo page 11) 

YUM-YUM - (232/77). Josiana x Sea Dream. 3 w-wwy 
A tall striking flower with almost perfectly round glistening white perianth with every petal 
touching or overlapping. The short frilled cup has a narrow cream rim. It is a consistently good 
flower. 	 Champion Launceston 1986Hobart1995,Sheffield 1999 

Also available : , HARTZ NITRO, TARDUS, 
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ROKEBY 3w-w 
	SUN BRONZE 2y-r 

	BINBI 2w-p 

DURATION 4w-o 
	FLAVEL 11 ay-y 

	WYONG 2w-y 

PUKKA lw-p 
	POSTULATE 2yyw-wwy 

	CAPTURE 4w-p 
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SMALL CUPS (WHITE PERIANTH, WHITE ('UP) 

BUSKER. 3. 144/91. Fiddleedee x 230/71. Stem 520. Diam 113. 3w-w 
A tall pure white definite div. three. The short bowl shaped cup is only very slightly different col-
our than the triangular perianth. Has a slightly upward stance. Champ Laun. 01 (Photo page 25 ) 

BUZZIE. 3-4. (256/88). Placid x 302/76. Stem 600. Diam 115. 3w-w 
A large flower for its division and on a very tall stem with good stance. 
The smooth plane perianth has ovate petals of good substance.Tthe small cup is less than a quater 
the length of the petals. 	 ( photo page 8) 

FARRAGO-2-3. (287/80) Placid x Verona. Stem 450. Diam 93. 3w-w 
A round white flower that opens with the cup slightly yellow which then fades to creamy white 
The petals are smooth and rounded. Stands up well and is early for its Division. Champion 
Launceston 85,89,96 Orange 90, Hobart 98,01,02,2003,2004 Ulverston99 ( Photo back page) 

ROKEBY. 3. (152/91). Unknown. Stem 470. Diam 105. 3w-w 
A definitely division three that is larger than most. A flat smooth perianth with a small flat disc 
shaped cup standing well on a tall stem. Consistently good. 	 ( Photo page 21) 

S'LEREO - 2-3. (202/81). 212/75 x Sea Dream. Stem 550. Diam 97. 3 w-gww 
A definite Division Three with a round perianth of bright white with good substance. The cup is 
frilled and has a dark green eye. Has a good stance and neck for this division. 

Champion Hobart and Launceston 1990.Leongatha 97. 

$50 
'52 

'28 

$44 
'25 

$6 Also available: ALIMONY, BEHOLD. 

DOUBLES ( YELLOW PERIANTH, YELLOW PETALOIDS ) 

'21 

'25 
'28 

BRINDABELLA-2. (95/87). 3/74 x 284/80. Stem400. Diam95. 4y-y 
A deep golden yellow double with three layers of petals and the two-third lenght petaloids an 

even darker yellow. An early show double with strong stem„good stance,that has set seed. 
Champion Hobart 1994, Ulverstone 1996 	 ( Photo page 14 ) 

HUNKA. 2-3. (132/89). 3/74x 284/80. Stem 450 Diam 100. 4y-y. 
A deep golden double with corona a slightly deeper yellow, three to four perianth whorls. Good 
stem and stance. 	 ( Photo page 11) 

WHIZ-BANG.3. (143/87). 285/77x unnumberd-slg. Stem450. Diam108. 4y-y 
A good show flower that was premier double at the world convention show ar Christ -church. 
Good stem and stance.Up to three whorls of rounded petals. The corona segments are a slightly 
deeper yellow without too much confusion. 

DOtiBLES vELLow prm% 	toi.ouRn) rET.‘i,toDs ) 

FERRAL-4-5. (174/81). 69/70 x H.Reeve Sig. Stem 450. Diam 105. 4y-o 
A late flowering large yellow and orange double.Three to four layers of thick rounded petals with 
the half lenght corona segments showing plenty of colour. 	 ( Photo page 24) 

PADRE. 2. (117/89), Potent x Glowing Red Stem 540 Diam 96 4y-r 
The petal colour is only just more yellow than white, more like old ivory, with bright red 30C 
corona segments giving plenty of colour. An attractive well formed flower. 

RANSOM-5. (154/85). Day Dream x Tavelle Stem450. Diam90. 4y-p 
A yellow pink double with two layers of 5b yellow petals with a narrow halo of white at their base. 
The petaloids open yellow soon changing to pink 16d. It always has a style and is fertile. 

'38 
'15 
'22 

DOUBLES (WHITE. PERIANTH. COLOURED 1171'.‘1.01DS) 

BIRRALEE. 1. ( 189/93 ). 206/84x 159/84. Stem 400. Diam 105. 4w-o 
A bright strong early flowering double with three to four layers of well formed petals. The corona 
segments are a bright orange-yellow , are half length and so it shows lots of colour. Strong stem, 
great stance. 	 (Photo page 25 ) 

$25 



BISTRO.4. (218/89). 196/81 x Glowing-Red Stem 450. Diam 94. 4w-o. 
A neat attractive white and orange double with four to five whorls of perianth in line with each 
other . Stands well on a stiff stem. 	 Photo page 11 

DURATION. 5. (128/90). 19681 x Glowing Red Stem 450. Diam 96. 4w-o - 
A formal attractive double with excellent form, stem, stance, substance and colour. Four layers of 
rounded petals and the short bright orange corona layers have a narrow yellow frill. Photo page2l 

FORTESCUE - 3. (147/84). Potent x Glowing Red. Stem 460. Diam 95. 4 w-r 
An outstanding double of most perfect form with four to five layers of perianth neatly in line and 
symmetrical, interspersed with short bright red petaloids. It has a long thick stiff stem and neck 
which gives it ideal stance. Very consistent. The white is not pure white but the contrast is so 
great it doesn't detract. Champion Canberra 1986, 1993 Launceston 2004. Photo page 15 

HECK. 3. (149/93 ). 148/84 x 86a/86 .Stem 400. Diam 103. 4w-y 
A full heavy double with a suitable stem and stance. Four layers of perianth segments that are 

inclined to reflex at the back showing lots of its bright yellow coloured corona segments that al- 
most have a white rim. 	 Photo page 	4 

HUON CHIEF-4. (305/78). Blodfier x Tavelle. 4 w-y 
A very full double with bright lemon petaliods that stands well on a medium lenght strong stem. 
A very consistant flower that won its class in Launceston 1990. 

HUON GLOW-5. (306/80). Signal Light x xTaveUe. 4 w-o 
A vigorous sturdy double of thick substance with up to four layers of petals indispersed with short 
bright orange-yellow petaloids. Sometimes has pollen and style. 

MASSERATE-4. (187/84). Nala x tavelle. Stem 430. Diam 108. 4 w-y 
A very full heavy double of great substance that has the stem to support it. Two layers of petals 
before the bright, yellow 9B, petaloidsstart which are almost as long as the petals and so show lots 
of colour. The centre petaloids have a distinct pink tinge. A show flower with a slight scent. 

MUSTER-2. (18/85). Toya x Glowing Red.Stem 460. Diam 100.4w-o. 
A very showy bright and extremely long lasting flowerthat is good for show and garden. Three 
layers of white petals with bright orange 28B corona segments.Flowers early for a double. 

OTAGO-4-5. (107/84). Evans slg x 244/75.Stem 450. Diam 110. 4w-y. 
A large very very full double that has the strong stiff stem necessary to carry it.It has seven or 
more layers of petals and two-third lenght yellow corona segments. 	 Photo page 15 

RAGER-3. (53/83). Challenge x Glowing Red Stem 480. Diam 90.4 w-o 
An attractive white-orange double with a good strong stem. The three to four layers of perianth 
aren't pure white but contrast well with the bright orange petaloids. A good bright show and 
garden double. 

SURE WIN-2-3. (58/85). Gay Side x unk. double. Stem 400. Diam90. 4 w-r 
A full formal double with five to six layers of pure white petals that almost hide the short bright 
red 30C petaloids except in the very centre of the flower. A consistantly good show bloom.Champ 
Sheffield 1999 

ZUMDISH - 3. (53/83). Career x M. Evans sig. Stem 480. Diam 87.4 w-o 
An attractive double with two to three layers of creamy white perianth showing a lot of the bright 
orange-red of its petaloids. Often has pollen and with its good strong stiff stem it is ideal for 
breeding and show. The petaloids are yellowish on opening than darken to a bright orange. Very 
long lasting. Champion Orange 1993 

$1g 
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D()I.J BI,ES (11.111TE l'1121.‘NT11, PINK PET. ‘1,011)s) 

BOOMAROO. 3.( 122/83 ). 303/76 x M. Evans sig 	4w-p 
A full double with the back row of petals inclined to reflex and so needing pushing forward. 
Can be very good $16 
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CAPTURE. 4. (233/89). 285/77 x (Nala x Tavelle). Stem 380. Diam 105. 4w-p 

A neat pale pastel pink double with two to three whorls of broad perianth segments. The co-
rona segments are three quarter length pink 27C to their base. Stands well on a straight stem. 

GO-GO-GIRL.4. (172/89) 64/78 x 211/78. Stem 400. Diam 100 4w-p. 
A very full pink double on a strong stem and with four to five whorls of perianth. the corona 
segments almost cover the petals and the flower shows its pink colour. 

NEEWARI - 3. (134/84). 309/76x M Evans Sig. Stem 470. Diam 96. 4 w-p 
A bright attractive pink double that shows more of its pink, 28D, than most. Has three layers of 
petals with the back ones inclined to reflex. A good strong stem and stance. 

OLD STAGER - 2-3. (198/79). Rimellen x Rose Rhythm. Stem 380. Diam 93. 4 w-p 
A small attractive double of good form that flowers early enough for most shows. The two to 
three layers of petals of good substance are separated by three quarter length petaloids with a 
pale pink 27C rim. Strong stem and neck. 

RAUCUS - 2. (28/79). 48/71 x 66/70. 4w-p 
An early pink double with three sets of rather pointed white petals interspersed with almost as 
long creamy pink petaloids. A slightly smaller flower with good stance on a strong stem. 

SCENTELLA - 3. (117/69). Chimeon x Lawali. 4 w-p 
A large double with a full centre of pink and white petaloids that can cause the stem to curve. 
Strongly and very pleasantly scented. 

WAMPUM-4. (398/88). 122/83 x211/78.. Stem 450. Diam108. 4w-p 
The best pink double we have produced . A rounded perianth of very broadly ovate segments 
before the three-quarter lenght pastel pink 28D corona segments start showing more pink than 
white. A full consistant double with good stance 	 ( Photo page 18) 

WANNABE-4-5. (103/85). Unknown x Chios. Stem 3800. Diam 104. 4w-yyp 
A later flowering very full pink double showing a lot of its pink colour. A flat perianth that is 
inclined to reflex before the almost half lenght corona segments that are yellow at thier base 
with the pastel pink rim the dominant colour.Very strong stem. 

WOOLAROO. 1-2.(12/85). Unknown x Chios. Stem400 Diam100. 4w-wwp 
An early flowering pink double that always has pollen.The corona segments are almost the same 
lenght as the petals and are a pale yellow fading to whitewith a pastel pink 27a rim that is the 
dominant colour. 

$30 
`22 
'12 
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HUON PRIDE - 5. (300/76). Chimeon x Tavelle. Stem 500. Diam 93. 4 w-w 
The petaloids are pale yellow on opening soon fading to a white only very slightly creamier than 
the petals. A full symmetrical double with five sets of petals and a tall strong stem. All white 
doubles are rare but this flowers too late for Tasmanian shows. 	 ( Photo page 15) 

KIDSON. 3. ( 147/94 ).241/86x 86/86. Stem 390 Diam 90 4w-w 
A smallish double, opens with the corona a very pale yellow that soon changes to pure white. 
The flower is fairly open with only two layers of perianth segments. Strong stem and multiplies 

SHYKOWSKI - 3-4. (116/83). 116/77 x Travelle Stem 380. Diam 95. 4 w-w 
A full round double with two to three layers of broadly ovate smooth thick petals, interspersed 
after the second layer with petaloids lemon on first opening but which soon fade to a white that 
is only marginally creamier than the pure white petals. 	Champion Whitemore 1994. 

DIVISION 11 SPLIT CORONA DAFFODILS 
("E Fum FR To A sTENt toRoNA slim FOR MORE 'I'llAN 11.k1.1; ITS I:I.:NC:VI 

BLITZ - 1. (40/87). King Size x 116/77. Stem 420. Diam 108. 11 aw-y 
An improved split corona with a large bright yellow 9A corona evenly split into six segments 
that lay back and almost cover the perianth of pure white broadly ovate petals. A good show or 
garden flower and early flowering. 	Champion Launceston 1994. Hobart 1995 

$15 
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ANTIPODE 2w-p 
	

FLINTLOCK 2w-y 
	

HIYU 2w-p 

SANTOS 2w-p 
	

BUSKER 3w-w 
	 HECK 4w-y 

MACDALLA 1w-y 
	

BIRRALEE 4w-o 
	

LEGISLATOR 3y-y 



ESSENTIAL. 1-2.( 29/91 ) Dawncrest x Phantom Stem 480. Diam 107. llaw-p 
Somewhat similar to its parent phantom. This pink split-corona is neat and attractive. The peri-
anth is triangular with the inner petals narrower and more pointed. The corona is a lovely soft 
pink evenly split and lies flat against the perianth. 	 ( Photo page 28) 

FLAVEL. 1-2. (5/91). langsize x 9/81. Stem 450. Diam 115. 1 lay-y 
A large all yellow split corona with much improved form and substance. Perianth segments are a 
broad and ovate yellow 12A. The three fifths length corona is an even deeper shade yellow 14B 
with segments between the petals and the sepals. Extraordinarily successful on the show bench. 
Ch. Hobart 96, 97 & 2000, Laun 98 & 2000. 	 ( Photo page 21) 

PRODIGIOUS. 2. (16/92 ).9/81 x xunknown. Stem500. Diam 105. lly-y 
A consitant attractive show quality split corona. The corona is smooth, evenly split, and covering 
two thirds of the slightly lighter yellow petals that are plane, double triangular with the back 
petals wider than the front 	 Photo page 15 

ZOMBIE - 2 . (11/87). Dolly Mollinger x 116/77. Stem 400. Diam 105. 11 aw-y 
A bright attractive split corona of such good form that is an excellent show flower often winning 
its division champion. The bright yellow 9A corona is evenly split to its base and covers three 
quarters of its petals. A tall striking long lasting consistently good show flower. Ch Laun. 2001 

ZONK. 2-3. ( 119/93 ). Breeding unknown. Stem 400. Diam 115. 1 lay-y 
A mid season all yellow split corona with perianth paler than the three quarter length corona. 
Three perianth segments with three corona segments followed by the three perianth segments 
then the three corona segments. 
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$10 Also available GOLDSPLIT, KAYOKO 

Special Show Collections 
The following two collections are designed as an opportunity to obtain three bulbs of cultivars that 
will make a collection of twelve for the show bench. There are six white perianth, six yellow perianth, 
and different cup colours to give a balance of colour. 

This offer is limited to the first ten applicants, so pay on receipt of the collection 

FOR NEWER EXHIBITOPRS 
These 36 bulbs, List price $504 To you only $200. An average of $5.55 per bulb 

3 	ZILLION ly-y $45 3 PREDATOR 1 w-y $30 

3 	HABIT ly-y $36 3 YORKY lw-p $18 

3 	TERMINATOR 2y-r $105 3 HASSLE 2w-Y $18 

3 DEMMO 2y-o $15 3 MIRRABOOKA 2w-w $54 

3 	KROS 2y-p $18 3 OOPS 3w-wwy $90 

3 	PADRE 4y-r $42 3 FORTE 2w-p $33 

FOR OPEN CLASS EXHIBITORS 
These 36 bulbs, list price $922 To you only $400. An average of less than $12 per bulb 

3 RAMPAGE ly-y $45 3 CLUBMAN lw-y $60 

3 JOLLY GOOD 2y-0 $90 3 BUNDY lw-p $60 

3 TERMINATOR 2y-r $105 3 FLINTLOCK 2w-y $90 

3 TAO 3y-o $91 3 KOOMOOLOO 2w-w $66 

3 BURDEKIN lyww-wwy $66 3 TRUCULENT 2w-p $120 

3 HUNKA 4y-y $75 3 OOMPH 2w-p $54 



ACCOMMODATE 10 FLAVEL 26 MANTA 16 SHERATON 19 

ACUMEN 13 FLINTLOCK 13 MANUKA 5 SHY KOWSKI 24 

ALLEZ 7 FORTE 16 MASSERATE 23 SHOC KWAVE 12 

ALIMONY 22 FORTESCUE 23 MATRIX 13 SKY-HIGH 17 

ANTIPODE 16 FURNEAUX 5 MIRRABOOKA 17 SILVER MINX 7 

ARAFURA 10 FUSSSY 19 MOOMBA 20 STEREO 22 

ASPECT 6 MUSTER 23 SUN BRONZE 12 
GALLECTIC 12 SURE WIN 23 

BANKER 10 GAMUT 7 NAKAJIMA 19 

BARNSTORM 17 GETAWAY 19 NEEWARI 24 SYMPTOM 20 

BARRA 6 GODSEND 9 NERIDA 16 TAG 20 

BEHOLD 22 GOFORIT 12 NEXUS 16 TAHUNE 7 

BINBI 16 GO-GO GIRL 24 NIMBIN 5 TARDUS 20 

BIONIC 10 GRAFFITI 13 NITRO 20 TARRAPUNGA 12 

BIRRALEE 22 GWALIA 5 NONCHALANT 19 TAXATION 16 

BISTRO 23 GYMPIE 6 NO WORRIES 20 TAO 19 

BLITZ 24 NOWRA 13 TEARAWAY 13 

BOI 16 HABIT 6 NUKE 9 TERMINATOR 12 

BOTLAR 19 HAOMA 17 NYNJA 10 THYLACINE 12 

BRINDABELLA 22 HARTZ 20 TISA 16 

BUNDY 9 HASSLE 16 OFFIC IANADO 20 TIWI 12 

BURDEKIN 5 HAUGHTY 20 OLD STAGER 24 TRU 20 

BUSKER 22 HEAD HUNT 12 OOMPH 16 TRUCULENT 20 

BUZZIE 22 HECK 23 OOPS 13 TRYAD 19 
HIGH-HAND 10 OTAGO 23 TWERP 9 

CAPTURE 24 HIGH-ROLLER 6 TYCOON 20 

CANNY 6 HIJACK 13 PADRE 22 

CAREYEM 12 HIYU 16 PAEAN 6 UTIEKA 5 

CARTEL 13 HOPETOUN 20 PERSEVERANCE 13 

CHERANA 16 HUNKA 22 PIEMAN 16 VAHU 17 

CHUTZPAH 17 HUON CHIEF 23 PINAROO 16 VELIA 17 

CLICHE 10 HUON GLOW 23 POSTULATE 13 

CLIQUE 16 HUON PRIDE 24 POWERPLAY 7 WALKABOUT 17 

CLUBMAN 7 PREDATOR 7 WAMPUM 24 

COMPUTE 7 IMPECCABLE 10 PUNTER 16 WANNABE 24 

CONTENDER 13 INCANA 5 PRODIGIOUS 26 WEERONA 5 

CONTRAVENE 10 PZAZ 19 WHIZBANG 22 

COOBAR 5 JOLLY GOOD 12 WILD OATS 17 

COVETOUS 7 QUANTUM 10 WODALLA 17 

CORDITE 17 KARIGAL 5 QUARK 9 WONTOK 17 
KAY 16 WOOLAROO 24 

DEMMO 12 KAYOKO 26 RAGER 23 WYONG 16 

DEVIE DANCER 16 KIDSON 24 RAMPAGE 6 

DIHARD 9 KINGURRA 9 RANSOM 22 YORKY 9 

DISQUIET 6 KOOMOOLOO 17 RAZADAZ 7 YOWIE 17 

DORUS 16 KROS 19 RAUCUS 24 YUM YUM 20 

DURATION 23 KUBLA KHAN 9 RELENTLESS 9 
KURREWA 9 RENOVATOR 6 ZILLION 6 

EGOTIST 7 KYALAMI 10 ROKEBY 22 ZIMPLATS 19 

ELUSIVE 
ENTENTE 

20 
12 LAPIONYA 5 SACROSANCT 12 

ZONK 
ZOMBIE 

26 
26 

ESSENTIAL 26 LAWLESS 17 SAKURA 16 ZUMDISH 23 

EXTROVERT 7 LEGISLATOR 19 SANTOS 17 
LETSEE 12 SCALLYWAG 16 

FARRAGO 22 LITTLE TYKE 6 SCENTELLA 24 

FEHRE 5 SEALEGEND 17 

FERRAL 22 MACDALLA 7 



PERSEVERANCE 2yyw-p 
	STRIKER 2y-o 
	GYMPIE ly-y 

HAOMA 2w-w 
	 TAHUNE lw-y 	ESSENTIAL llaw-p 

ASPECT ly-y 
	ZIMPLATS 3y-o 

	QUANTUM 2y-y 
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